
ETHICAL PRODUCTS FOR A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE



HEMP FABRICS

Hemp linen fabric is woven from the fibres of the hemp plant, a highly 
sustainable crop that also creates many byproducts we are familiar 

with like hemp seed oil and hemp seeds. The hemp fibres are used to 
create yarn which is then woven into fabric. Hemp crops are naturally 

very resilient and use far less water and pesticides than other crops 
such as the cotton plant.

To get the best quality hemp fibres, it's important that it is grown in 
colder climates due to the ideal weather. Australia and New Zealand 

are considered to have the highest quality hemp plants, although 
there is also hemp grown in other countries such as India, China and 

other countries in South East Asia.

The hemp is dyed and woven into fabric meterage for making products. 
For ‘natural’ coloured linen and fabrics, the yarn is left un-dyed. The 
yarn used for coloured hemp linens and fabrics can be dyed at this 
point and colours and textures are added at this point. To create the 
stunning white and snow colours in our range, we use a method of 
whitening with hydrogen peroxide which is not harmful to the skin. 

Aside from the environmental benefits that the production of hemp 
linen supports, there are many benefits to using hemp linen in the 

home to sleep on. Hemp linen is very comfortable in warm climates: 
it is naturally highly absorbent, meaning it can absorb a high 

percentage of its own weight in water without feeling wet. It is also 
highly breathable given the hollow core of the and will be temperate 

to sleep in, for both hot and cool sleepers.

Hemp linen is also considered to be a very long lasting fabric, although 
the length of its life will depend on a number of factors like the weight 

of the linen and also the way it is used and cared for.

A great choice for those conscious of the environmental impact of their 
purchases, most pure hemp linen bedding is simply designed so won’t 

date, can be used for years, and also is produced much more efficiently 
than other fabrics such as cotton, with very little water and pesticides.

BENEFITS OF HEMP FABRICS



WHY HEMP BED LINEN?

Hemp bed linen is beautifully soft from day one and 
continues to soften with time to ensure that your daily 
ritual of sleep is a peaceful and relaxing time of the day. 
Our two ranges, our 100% Pure hemp range and our 
hemp and organic cotton blend linen sheets, quilt covers 
and pillowcases are made in Australia and showcase the 
natural flecks and texture of hemp..

100% Pure Hemp in Snow and Rye colours and 
55% Hemp and 45% Organic Cotton Blend in Salt colour

King, Queen, Double, King Single, Single, Cot sizes

Comes with a reusable tote bag

Breathable - Hemp fabric breathes very well in addition to
being a natural insulator due to its hollow core fibre, a 
characteristic hemp shares with wool without the scratch.

Recyclable - Hemp fabric can be used for papermaking or 
can be allowed to degrade naturally, as it leaves no 
toxic residue.

Anti-bacterial and allergy friendly - As hemp is grown and 
processed without the use of toxic chemicals, there are no 
irritants for asthma or allergy sufferers. Fabrics are washed 
at 40ºC and softened with enzymes.

Durable - Hemp fabric is more absorbent and lasts much 
longer than cotton sheets. Many of our customers still have
their sheets purchased over 15 years ago!

Environmentally sustainable - Hemp has moderate water 
requirements and requires little or no herbicides, 
pesticides or fungicides.

BENEFITS OF HEMP BED LINEN

AVAILABLE IN



HEMP CURTAINS & 
SHOWER CURTAINS

When we're at home, we want to feel safe and warm. 
The addition of hemp linen curtains not only creates a 
warming ambiance, but introduces a level of organic 
elegance to your space. Handmade in Australia, hemp 
linen curtains and shower curtains are non toxic, 
chemical free and safe for allergy sufferers.

Our hemp shower curtain has a natural resistance to 
mildew and bacteria and can be machine washed to 
clean any grime buildup. After machine-washing simply 
hang the curtain up to dry in the sun, any wrinkles will 
disappear during showering.

We’ve also had the opportunity to create curtains for 
commercial clients and many beautiful stores around 
Australia, like Incu, AJE and Zimmermann showcase our
hemp curtains in their changerooms.



HEMP HOMEWARES & SOFT FURNISHINGS

PRODUCTS AVAILABLE FOR WHOLESALE & RETAIL

HEMP BED LINEN, HEMP FABRICS, RAW
TEXTILES, BUCKWHEAT HULL & PILLOWS,
369 HEMP FOODS & DRINKS, HOMEWARES, 
SOFT FURNISHINGS, TABLEWARE, KITCHEN
GOODS, SKINCARE, SOAPS, BABY GOODS 

WWW.HEMPGALLERY.COM.AU
0435 543 674
HELLO@HEMPGALLERY.COM.AU

Home is where the heart is and with our range of natural hemp homewares 
you could create a stunning, elegant space for you and your family. Hemp 
homewares includes everything you need to transform your house into a 
warm, contemporary and stylish home surrounded by all your favourite 
creature comforts.


